The Fifth Conflux Series
by Erik Granström
»Among the best and most singular books
in the fantasy genre I have ever read.«
- Dagens Nyheter, Sweden

The Fifth Conflux quartet is a dark, allegorical and intelligent high fantasy series
reminiscent of George RR Martin, Nick Perumov and Ursula K. Le Guin. In its strong and
structured narrative, told with a keen satirical eye, Granström describes a world that mirrors
our own. In his own unique style Granström’s Fifth Conflux novels tackles existential,
historical and contemporary themes, all woven into a captivating and majestic fantasy saga.
The Swedish critics have praised the Fifth Conflux series highly, and the books
continue to find new readers. Publication of the fourth and last book about Trachoria,
Wanderland, is planned for 2016.
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The tale begins when Colonel Praanz da Kaelve is sent to investigate a ship that has supposedly smuggled weapons to the sulfur island of Marjura. The Colonel’s crew is an odd group that includes a
dragon hunter with a burned face. During the trip, the colonel soon
feels that more is at stake than a small uprising on the island. The
holy mountain of Ranz whispers that the mysterious Conflux is
approaching; an astronomical event which will be crucial in determining the future, while, under the ice of Marjura, immortal forces
are awakening.
These events will lead to an undead army taking over the island,
a dragon being forced into slavery and the immortal magician,
Shagul, rising from his crypt. When, after a 100 years, the magician at last returns to Trachoria, he strives to keep the secret of the
forthcoming fifth conflux to himself at any cost.
But the prophecies and the search for revenge will lead to the rise
of an unexpected company of heroes. As Trachoria’s neighbor and
archenemy, Ransard, is gathering forces to attack the realm, political tensions are weakening the country from within.

in The press
»It’s as if Granström has cut up our civilization into an
infinite number of pieces and woven a new, rich story
about an outlandish world that is strangely familiar. At
the same time, he skillfully keeps the different parts of
the story going, and ratchets up the suspense. When All
Little Butchers ends, you feel a deep frustration and ask
when the next part be out. «
- Dagens Nyheter

»Erik Granström writes grandiose fantasy with humor and
a remarkable philosophical depth. The level of conceptuality and resourcefulness continues to impress me«
- Ola Wikander, author
»Deeds of Wrath is a powerful work, shaking and demanding, requiring the reader to understand as well as
participate creatively. A novel, philosophy, history and a
dream at the same time. Is it fantasy? That too.«
- Svenska Dagbladet

»A Borges for the epic format. «
- Svenska Dagbladet
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trachoria and building the world
The Italian renaissance, the Roman Republic and not least our own success-obsessed
time are the main sources of inspiration for
the fictional trading empire of Trachoria. In
addition, the pantheon of gods and many
other features are inspired by the ancient
cultures of Mesopotamia and their histories
in cuneiform script.
The four main islands of Trachoria are populated by a chequered mix of people and
cultures who have fought and conquered
one another throughout history. At the time
of the books the island of Paratorna dominates, milking its neighbours dry under the
veil of its shamelessly commercial religion.
The Paratornians are reviled by their neighbours for their arrogance, deception and amoral behaviour, though they do approach life with a smile and allow women
equal rights to men. They are unashamedly racist and suspicious of all teaching. When their lucrative brimstone monopoly collapses many of their neighbours see a chance to tackle the situation, not least because the mystical fifth conflux
is fast approaching, a point in time and space when great changes can come to pass. The Trachorian world resembles
Europe in the early 1500s, but also has many unique and fantastic features.
Nature is conscious, so that living mountains, clouds and winds meet with dragons and other mythical beasts. The area
where people live is made up of gigantic continental plates, pulled around by giants from beneath and forged into a globe
to protect the burning fires of the earth. The whole world is built according to the blueprint of the gods, but the work has
been so sloppily carried out by their confused underlings that it jars and bows at the seams. Magic works, but rarely as
intended. Sorcerers are feared but mistrusted, often hunted by priests devout in their faith in creation. The most powerful
of all are those with a mastery of The High Language – the forbidden divine words that can determine reality.

facts: the fifth Conflux
•

•
•
•
•

•

The conflux is a mystical, divine and fateful point in time and space.
Prophets have declared that an event of great significance is afoot, and
that it will come to pass among the islands of the Northern Sea. Astrologists can forecast its exact positon from the stars.
The conflux is described as a huge whirlpool, and the waters have already
begun to move.
When the conflux occurs it marks the beginning of a new order and the
birth of a new era.
The events of the conflux will decide the direction of what is and what is
not possible in the world.
The universe is built according to a divine plan, but the work has been carried out by underlings in several areas
and the result is less than perfect. To return the world to its intended course confluxes occur at regular intervals
– key points in time and space that determine the future.
The sorcerer Shagul wishes to harness the conflux so that he can steer the future path of the world away from
the reality bound by the words of the gods.
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the four books
I. Brimstone Sleep
Colonel Praanz da Kaelve is dispatched to the island of Marjura
where war looms, ignorant of the resurrection of the immortal sorcerer
Shagul from his tomb. The magician’s return is linked to the fateful
fifth conflux in Trachoria, which is slowly nearing.
The rulers of the Trachorian empire suspect that their vital brimstone colony on the
island of Marjura is under threat from forces within after they uncover rumours of
weapons being smuggled. One of the saga’s most important characters, Colonel
Praanz da Kaelve, takes on the mission to restore order on the island at the edge of
the polar ice, all the while hunted by an unseen enemy. A ship has been readied and
a crew gathered as a matter of urgency. Among them is Arn Dunkelbrink, a man left
with a disfigured face and with a personal vendetta to pursue amongst the polar ice.
On the way the General begins to realise that his mission is more complicated than
he first suspected. The mystical meeting of time and space that lets people change
history and fate – the fifth conflux – is nearing. Under the ice sheets of Marjura
powerful forces are stirring and the evil sorcerer Shagul has risen from his grave,
where he had been presumed dead for fifty years. Who are the monks seeking the
mysteries of immortality out in Marjura’s icy wastes? And what is really behind the
words ‘Brimstone Winter’, the apparent codename for the secret uprising?

II. All Little Butchers
Trachoria stands weakened after the loss of its brimstone colony on
Marjura and the struggle for control over the coming conflux escalates. Murders, political intrigue and war all follow in its wake.
Trachoria’s treasury is empty after the loss of the brimstone colony on Marjura at
the end of the first book. Its neighbours are readying invasion forces against the
weakened state, whilst the tension between the emperor and a powerful merchant
class is constantly rising. Praanz da Kaelve, now promoted to a General, wants to
take back Marjura from the Cruer, a native group awoken from an eight-hundred
year sleep who have occupied the isle. He is stopped by the empress, who has other
plans for da Kaelve. At the same time the evil sorcerer Shagul has travelled to Trachoria to set in motion his plan; to harness the power of the fifth conflux through
control of a religious sect of assassins.
In the alleys of the city the children sing a rhyme, ”All little butchers”, but few
understand the hidden significance of the words, intimately connected with the
devilish designs of Shagul. Will Praanz da Kaelve realise his fate and understand
who his real enemy is?
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III. Deeds of Wrath
Trachoria is being torn apart by internal battles as the now General
Praanz da Kaelve attempts to avert an invasion. At the same time a
misfit bunch of unlikely champions assemble to protect their world
from the sorcerer Shagul.
Trachoria’s arch-enemy Ransard threatens the empire, which has been torn apart
by internal strife. Praanz da Kaelve, living as an outlaw in the wilderness after
being duped by the imperial couple and subject to a failed assassination, is given
an unexpected chance to gain revenge over his own enemies. Meanwhile, a twohundred year spell is lifted from the island of Stegos at Trachoria’s edge. Until now
nobody had been able to leave the island, but with water and air open once again
the dragon hunter Arn Dunkelbrink can finally seek his beloved, the wind witch
Silvia Miranda. As it turns out, she is peacefully roaming the seas on the magical
Tree of Irminsul together with a divine cockerel, Koklai. Soon it becomes clear that
the tree is calling out to magical beings, gathering them to save the fateful conflux
from the plans of Shagul. Will the wind witch and her troop of unlikely heroes be
strong enough to win the battle for the conflux?

IIII. Work in progress: Wanderland
The Trachorian empire is collapsing and the fifth conflux draws ever
nearer. The central characters are all drawn back to the polar isle of
Marjura where the saga began to try and avert disaster or exploit the
seismic event for their own ends.
The Trachorian empire is falling as it is forced to cede one of its islands to its arch
enemy. A civil war has been averted, but the new emperor is paranoid and unreliable. The fifth conflux is nearing and the main characters return to the polar isle of
Marjura where the saga began to try and either protect the conflux or manipulate it
for their own ends. The sorcerer Shagul rules the island as counsel to the confused
and undead king Ottar, but he has several powerful enemies who wish to stop him.
There is Gobrugda, the only survivor of a group of apprentices the sorcerer had
murdered, Arn Dunkelbrink and the wind witch Silvia Miranda, as well as her ally
the divine cockerel Koklai. In the twisting and breathtaking conclusion to the Fifth
Conflux series all will meet.
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a high fantasy series unlike any other
An erudite prism of our own world
Granström’s books are full of nods to our own world in the form of its philosophy, allusions to historical figures, ancient
myths and real events. A sharp-eyed reader will find common threads with Plato and Nietzsche, structuralism, historical
figures such as Napoleon and events such as the opium wars, and will recognise the familiar religious, social currents
and antique mythology. In the Conflux books, where all of these allusions to our own world can be found, the reader is
given a new detached perspective on our own existence. She gains the tools to read her own world in a new way, with
the critical gaze that distance can provide. Granström cuts our civilisation into fragments and reassembles them in a rich
tapestry and tale of a strange world that is surprisingly familiar. This advanced narrative style has led Granströms works
to be compared with those of Jorge Luis Borges.			

Existentialism
In the universe Granström has created, all events are written in four books by the gods, which then determine the world’s
fate. This classical division into a higher and lower language has been used elsewhere in the fantasy works of Ursula K.
Le Guin. This higher, true, language ties every living thing to creation and forms the cornerstone of Granström’s universe. The books’ twist however comes in the discovery that the evil sorcerer Shagul has succeeded in erasing his name
from the books, taking control of his own fate. As the fifth conflux approaches and history begins anew, we finally see
what Shagul plans to do with his newfound freedom. The prominence afforded to language not just in the creation of the
world but also for understanding the very nature of existence gives this fantasy saga a markedly existential dimension.

Political and economic conflict

In the Trachorian Empire political maneuvering is rife and economic interests powerful. On the Trachorian island that
rules all others, Paratorna, financial success is worshiped as a religion. In the battles that arise in a state where financial
interests and personal profit always come first, Granström criticises our own present and shines a light on some of its
darkest features. His talent for darkly comic elements and overt social commentary is reminiscent of classics of satire
such as Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels and Cervantes’ Don Quixote.

The role of religion
In contrast to traditional high fantasy writers like JRR Tolkein and CS Lewis, Granström does not use Christian morality
or symbolism in his work. Instead he draws inspiration from ancient religions, and from Sumerian antiquity in particular,
where the gods are many and both sexes are granted equal standing. As a result the female characters in Granström’s
books are infinitely bolder, more raw and independent than what fantasy readers are accustomed to.

Good and evil
None of Granström’s characters are wholly good. They are selfish, blunt, amoral and lack any ability to see themselves
in context. They commit crimes and evil deeds, and although the heroes that come forth in Granström’s work play an
important role, they are not on a moral mission but follow the words of prophets and their own fate. The only truly free
character is the sorcerer Shagul, who has erased himself from the book of the gods and is master of his own destiny. He
is also the main antagonist of the entire saga, but is he really wholly evil?
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central characters
Praanz da Kaelve
The careerist and pragmatic hero saddled with
defeating the dangerous sorcerer Shagul has
the best interests of Trachoria at heart, but he
must also deal with complex political games.

Silvia Miranda
The wind witch has a dark past, having
drowned under the weight of her own powers.
To fulfil her destiny as one of the guardians of
the conflux she must first of all heal herself.

Arn Dunkelbrink
Trachoria’s most dangerous man is a knight
with a disfigured face who bet his ancestral
seat on being able to defeat a dragon. After
failing twice, the dragon finally becomes his
slave and Arn is drawn in to the battle for the
fifth conflux.

Shagul
Necromancer, immortal sorcerer and the main
antagonist of the story, he is driven by a god
complex, his quest for true immortality and
revenge. He is perhaps the most interesting of
the series’ many characters.
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Author’s interview

“There is no struggle between good
and evil in the world I have written”
Sweden’s leading High Fantasy author questions our conceptions of good and evil, the role
of women within the fantasy genre and the role of fantasy literature. We proudly present Erik
Granström, who talks about the philosophical and historical influences on his works, and explains how the universe he depicts, in which the divine plan has become warped, is a satire of
our contemporary world.
How would you briefly describe the world of Trachoria,
and what are the biggest differences and similiarties between Trachoria’s world and our own?
“Trachoria is a renaissance empire where everyone is out to
get everyone else. The first commandment in the country’s
commercial religion is: ”The Goddess Kastyke loves those
who love themselves.” The social situation is brutal as the
strong exploit the weak, racism thrives and foreigners are
distrusted. I have though tried to create a country with gender equality – not that more attention is paid to women’s
rights but oppression and careerism is not dependent on
gender.
The neighbouring countries despise the greedy Trachorians
for obvious reasons, dictating as they have the running of
the region for generations. When the state is thrown into
crisis they plot to take back the lands they once held in a coordinated attack. The similarities to our own time are great
in terms of the political chicanery, and to a degree the books
are meant as a satire on the contemporary situation. I am of
the opinion that fantasy, like other types of literature, only
really comes alive when it touches the reader’s own world.
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Erik Granström

Erik Granström, born 1956, is a Swedish author
resident in Uppsala near Stockholm. He is a
trained vet and worked for many years as head
communications manager at the Swedish firm
MySQL. He has achieved prominence as a fantasy writer, firstly as author of storylines for the
roll-playing game Dragons and Demons in the
1990s. This included Brimstone Sleep, which
would re-emerge in 2004 as a novel in its own
right. Following this he has authored two more
novels on the fantasy empire of Trachoria, All
Small Butchers and Deeds of Wrath. The series
has been praised by critics and Granström has a
loyal following, connecting with the author via
his active blog and the world he has created. He
is currently regarded as one of the foremost high
fantasy authors in the Nordic countries and his
works have often been compared to Game of
Thrones. Granström’s publisher Coltso specialises in quality fantasy and science fiction and is an
imprint of the publisher Erzats. His stablemates
include Nick Perumov, Max Frei and Andrzej
Sapowski, all of whom have achieved significant international success and been adapted for
global television and gaming audiences.

The real strength of fantasy is that it can provide new and specially constructed approaches to such issues. At the same
time there are of course huge differences between our reality and Trachoria. Dragons, griffins and intelligent giant insects roam the wilderness. Nature is conscious and wind, cloud, mountain and fire are alive, though at a different pace to
what we are used to. Certain sorcerers can converse with these natural beings and gain assistance from them. The people
are more diverse than in reality too, so there are hairy wolf people and swimming marsh people. They are all humans of
a sort, even if they are often maligned.
The world has been created according to a divine plan, but the groundwork has been done by underlings and is off a
poor standard in many ways. To bring the world back to what the gods intended the confluxes occur at regular intervals.
They are decisive points in time and space that dictate the future. In the novels the world is awaiting the fifth conflux,
but nobody really knows what it will actually entail.”

What have been your greatest sources of inspiration?
“I’m very interested in history and have drawn most heavily on the Italian renaissance cities; Venice, Florence, Naples,
Rome and Ferrara around 1500. It was a time when nobody trusted anyone else and the political landscape was always
changing. Trachoria is an island empire based on ocean trade, so there is a particularly strong influence from maritime
states like Venice and Genoa.
Trachoria’s religions are taken from the Mesopotamian bronze age, something I discovered when I was younger and was
fascinated by. I wanted to imagine a polytheistic renaissance where the Sumerian gods and their legacy would fit well.
Religious wars on the continent in the books mean that monotheistic teachings are considered heresy because they deny
the existence of all gods but one. Abzulvan, an organisation similar to the Catholic inquisition hunts deviants who deny
this version of creation.
A great deal of the Trachorian social structure is inspired by the Roman Republic around the time of Cicero and Sulla.
There are also a sizeable number of tragicomic tales form our own time which I have woven in to the story. I have on
the other hand tried to resist drawing on existing fantasy and jumped right back to the original folk cultures, mythologies and historical events. There is for example a description of how to make a homunculus, a sort of artificial human,
that I took straight from the empiricist Paracelsus from the early 1500s. There are no Tolkein-inspired elves, dwarves,
orcs or any of that; not because they’re a bad thing but because they have been done to death. I was always looking for
something new.”

What role do the political and philosophical elements in your work play?
“Because the world I describe has its genesis in the ideas and blueprints of a divine plan, my universe is loosely based
on Plato’s thinking. Anyone who can assume power over words can master reality, which means that several of the
sorcerers in the books are based on philosophers of language like Wittgenstein and Nietzsche. It is a perspective that
lets me show how the world in the books is literally created in both corporeal and word form – the words of the novel.
The sorcerer Shaguls main motivation for example is his refusal to partake in a pre-written script, but then there is the
paradox that he has to because he is a character in a novel. Does that make me his arch enemy?
I am of a philosophical bent and am probably most interested in questions such as ”How do we know that to be true?”
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and ”with what reason can we claim such and such?”. This is particularly the case with fact and value judgements. They
might seem like abstract questions, but nothing could be further from the truth. We live in a world where “truths” are
always imposed upon us by commercial, political, religion and even scientific quarters. They are truths that I often think
seem to be fairly arbitrary. “You should use this makeup, uncritically obey these old manuscripts, drive on the left and
the like.”
I am a sceptic and think that the common truths which we probably need to hold together a complex society should be
chosen based on their functionality. That is why I investigate confusion and play with it in my books. It is the nature of
the world I have written that there is no struggle between good and evil, but more a series of conflicts of interest and
different perspectives.
In terms of politics I would say that scepticism is at its root a political position. I also like to parody ridiculous old political beliefs from the past.”
As a reader, the complexity of the society and events you describe is fascinating. The world is quite chaotic and it
is hard to find a clear line between good and evil. Is there a message to be had from your books?
“Man has lived in a chaotic world since time immemorial, characterised by the unfathomable, different dangers and
contradictions. Thunder has rolled across the sky, rivers dried out and predators lurked in the bushes. To understand the
world we have always used our rational brain to try and explain things, revising and making these models all the more
complex. Not even modern scientific knowledge can tell us the “truth”, but has to make do with an explanation that best
tallies with the information we have. Older world views often keep themselves alive using some form of oppression,
and their proponents can be scared or simply blindly dogmatic, or you have societies based solely on maintaining the
status quo.
My ambition as a sceptic is not to give answers without first looking at the question and the different perspectives. If I
can formulate a thought or call something into question which then itself creates something new I’m happy. I think this
is also the main purpose of artistic work, what Viktor Schklovsky back in 1917 meant when he coined the term ostranenie – defamiliarisation. I think, as I said, that we are always under pressure to accept what we are told as objective truth
from commercial, religious and political voices, which makes scepticism more important than ever. Asking questions is
much more than an artistic project for me; it is a whole perspective on life.”

Right now you are working on the fourth and final book in the series. Can you say a little more about it?
“The final book sees the culmination of the Trachorian empire’s collapse following the ceding of one of its main islands
to the enemy. They have averted a civil war, but nobody knows if the paranoid emperor they have instead is any better.
The fifth conflux is on its way and many of the characters travel back to the polar island of Marjura where the saga began
with the loss of Trachoria’s lucrative brimstone colony. Depending on their disposition, these pilgrims desire to either
protect or harness the conflux. Shagul has assumed rule of the island through his role as counsel to King Ottar, nominal
ruler of a kingdom of the undead awoken by a melting glacier. Shagul has made many powerful enemies, not least Gobrugda, a survivor of the apprentices that Shagul had murdered. In addition we also see the return of the wind witch Silvia Miranda and her companion, a divine cockerel, alongside the mysterious translucent Glass Man to name just a few.”
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English sample translation
excerpts from the Fifth Conflux Series

A man without fate
From Brimstone Sleep

Silvia Miranda the wind witch was awoken by a faint draught across her face, the remnants of a foreign
breeze, odorous and until now reticent to come so close to a human. Deprived of her ether she could neither
understand nor identify it, but she knew she was not dead at any rate – in the underworld there is no wind at all.
Her limbs were leaden, as if her body had been emptied of blood and her arteries occupied by thick
quicksilver. Her thoughts were clear though. Fear of the unknown is something every conjurer must suppress
from the first tears of childhood to avoid being crushed upon fathoming the endless possibilities their art can
grant.
She lay in the damp half-dark, on a stone table covered with dead rustling leaves. Over her stretched
naked branches that had surrendered their bark to the soil long ago, but beyond them there was no sky, only
vaulted stone. The shadows of sprawled limbs patterned the walls in perfect but lifeless arrangement, carved
in an unmoving blue light as if the whole scene was drowned in set glass. Underground. Sealed off. Still.
A procession drew slowly closer, its steps revealed by the still rustle of feet moving leaves. The
sound reached an audible level thanks only to the contrasting silence. The weak breeze that had visited her
immediately petered out into nothing. A man moved into her field of vision; she recognised him immediately
from their disturbing ethereal meeting at the basin in the underworld. This time he came as one person, not
three, but he had the same round, bare head as his projections. His green eyes looked down in cold assessment,
the eyes of an executioner in powerful sockets. The man felt her lame body, not with desire but as to assure
himself of the solidity of her substance. He placed his hand on her stomach and let it rise and fall in time with
her breathing.
“Warmth”, he said slowly and lay down next to her on the stone altar, turning his cheek to her left
breast as if to relive a lost, primal memory.
Another hand, yellowed and withered with its bones sticking out like newly hatched insects at the
extremities of the ring and middle finger, suddenly stretched toward her. The man batted it away, irritated.
“Master Honsula! You cannot touch everything simply because you lack eyes. Be mindful of your
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privileges, I can just as easily bury you again whenever I like – and keep you conscious in your grave.”
With great effort Silvia Miranda turned her heavy head and saw three, no four, figures standing silently
at the end of the altar – dead, contorted and ravaged by time but animated by the stranger’s necromancy.
The reprimanded Master Honsula withdrew his hand without a trace of disappointment. She saw his
eyes had been sewn shut with a rough black thread. The dead figure next to him had its mouth tacked closed
in the same manner. Honsula, where had she heard the name Honsula? “Our guest was until recently a man”,
the living one informed his companions. “Does that perhaps dampen your enthusiasm?”
A lunatic. Silvia Miranda tried to study him from the corner of her eye. He pulled himself up on his
elbows and into her line of sight when he noticed her efforts, chatting slowly as he lay with a finger caressing
her chin like a sated lover.
“Your sleep revealed your name to me and I already know you better than you could imagine. Until it
was decided otherwise you were a man by the name of Ramilard. The Narrators - I prefer calling them that as
Gods is such an overblown word – it was the Narrators who changed you, removed bits and rewrote others so
that now you have always been a woman. I had nothing to do with it myself but for my part I can say that I find
you much more agreeable like this. Though your love I cannot perhaps count on, rather… mutual respect and
a crumb of warmth. One does not apply any value to warmth until the alternative is apparent. It can be hard to
fathom the Narrators of our world. They do not want us to understand, robbing a snake of its legs when it tries
to help us to knowledge, punishing us with challenges and eternal travails when we reach for the forbidden
fruit. They want us to worship them and play our roles, to be born, live and to die. But they no longer exert
that kind of power over me, and I can offer you your salvation even if you are willingly enslaved to the God
of Storms. Think it through calmly! Here there really is no urgency to anything.”
A dry leaf settled in the hollow of her throat. He plucked it up and held it against the blue light.
“This was a strong and hardy tree, chosen for its ability to grow underground, but the leaves are more
beautiful dead, you can see all of the veins. I appreciate a beauty that does not change. They merely molder
imperceptibly slowly. When plants are alive you always worry about them withering and crumpling, is that
not so? I used to collect chicks as a boy, but they always died as soon as I had developed an attachment – as
unpredictable in their vitality as women are in their love. When I was young I liked the idea that every leaf was
unique, that two leaves have nothing more in common than the label we have given them for quite practical
reasons. In those days I was fond of wandering in the forest below the mountains. Now though I know the truth.
The lack of any one unique form detracts somewhat from the experience. A leaf is a leaf is a leaf, the same
tiresome reproduction of the same tiresome idea, their name. Did you know that if you changed the Narrator’s
written word for ‘leaf’, the real one that only exists in one single place, all of the leaves would vanish? Not
because it is within my power to do so, but if you could delete that one word then none of the leaves would
ever have existed. All those songs about greenery and girls with wreaths in their hair would change at a stroke.
Who knows what you would sing about? Perhaps the poets would extol the virtues of… the gut instead?”
Silvia Miranda tried to collect herself. She had apparently been captured by a necromancer, in
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connection with the unearthly predator she had encountered at the temple of Kmorda. But where was she and
with what purpose? Underground, yes, but where? She was under his control, but her aura could not be kept
out forever – it would collect and give her back her power if she was given time. Who was he? Had he lost
his mind? It was not unusual for powerful magicians, especially illusionists, to lose all perspective and vanish
into their art. It was said that in Coro Partena they dug up an old master magician when they were building a
carp dam. The man was sealed in a copper urn from an ancient civilisation. Pale and mushy like a tape worm,
he turned to steam in the sun without anybody being able to understand who he was or make sense of his flat
and increasingly desperate babble.
“See these small, tiny holes along the edge of the leaf?”, continued the man, pinching her cheek
sharply when he saw she had stopped paying attention. “My princess made them all with a tiny pin – it must
have been between her nineteenth and twenty-first years in here – long ago now. She catalogued and marked
all of the leaves, thirteen thousand, five-hundred and eighteen. With three hundred and fifty three holes in
each if I remember correctly. A lot of holes. You can see that the holes are slightly bigger on the later leaves
as the pin was worn down and the tip widened. The imperceptible resistance of a thin leaf membrane can
in time blunt a bronze needle. It gives you a certain respect for the patience involved that you could hardly
imagine beforehand. Is it not a beautiful thought that a princess of noble blood year after year should punch
patterns into dead leaves? Yet her work was never completed, for I was forced to take her needles away from
her. She tried to kill herself with them by piercing those same tiny holes in her skin above her arteries, so she
could open them up before I had a chance to stop her. She was too eager though and punctured a blood vessel
prematurely. I saw the blood and healed her, and in thanks she poured Kargomitic curses upon me, ugly but
impotent words.”
Suddenly he got up from her view, but after almost a minute’s silence, when she thought he had gone,
his voice spoke from over the top of her head.
“You are strong, but I knew that as soon as I saw you down there amongst the dead at the river. Your
power could be significant if only you freed yourself from the curses of your sullied name. I understand your
innermost feelings. You can be sure that I am the man to restore you. Now I deign to lift a weight from your
body so that you might move. As your liberator I do not wish to admonish you, but I ask you to exercise
judgement and carefully consider my offer. Know that my name is Shagul, and I bid you welcome to my
tomb!”
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Fire from the sky
From Brimstone Sleep

Magister Trodax Draconicus, Dragonwarden by decree of the Emperor, was still stuck in the mineshaft,
trembling from the chill, when darkness fell over Marjura and the sparse light seeping down the ventilation
shaft in the dragon’s mountain hall faded inexorably. The Magister had taken night vision from a poor night
rat which was now wandering blindly around outside, but even the night vision of beasts has its limits in total
darkness. After the previous evening’s inebriation, Trodax had quenched his thirst with the metallic-tasting
water at the bottom of the shaft, but he was terribly hungry and thought about the housekeeper’s delicious
dishes back in his own warm cottage. He eventually had to foul the water and didn’t want to drink from it
again. He hadn’t heard the beast or the knight all day. The Wizard realised he had to get up, dragon or no
dragon, to avoid dying a drawn-out, painful death in the mine. Nobody would come looking as they were all
scared to death of the beast’s lair, which the Bailiff had ordered strictly off limits.
However, the damp made the shaft walls so smooth and so slippery he couldn’t climb a single ell, and just
shredded his fingertips. He’d tried using sorcery to summon the beasts to his aid, but they were as afraid of
the dragon as the humans. The only beast who had responded to his plea was an old half-blind male badger
who, for some unknown reason, wanted to be eaten. It looked down at him sadly from the edge of the shaft,
thinking aloud: “You not great-serpent. You soon dead”, and wandered off to meet a wolf further down the
valley, which would serve as the Angel of Death in the dragon’s absence.
The Wizard decided desperately to change into animal form, though preferably only partially. He needed
strong bear claws to get a grip on the rock wall, but didn’t dare to assume animal form completely, worried
about losing his mind when the blood of the forest coursed through his brain. The animal in him might panic
and drown itself. However, it is much more difficult to halt the transformation into an animal halfway than to
allow a full transformation; so difficult it is only attempted by the true masters among animists. Trodax, not
an especially skilled wizard, had only vague theoretical notions of what to do. Desperately, he commenced
the ritual, but tried to stop halfway by thinking of the most non-magical phenomena imaginable, forcing
himself to imagine scenes of dumplings and trimming nostril hairs. The magic tore at him, pulling his limbs
in conflicting directions, as his skin alternately sprouted bristles and sucked them back into his pores, but after
having wavered between shapes, some balance was achieved. Blind in the pitch-dark, he gingerly touched his
face and was delighted to feel thick claws at the tips of his foreshortened fingers. And he was no longer cold.
Yet he could still speak, though his tongue had thickened, and he congratulated himself on the brilliance of his
half-completed transformation.
Time to climb. He pushed off on strong bear legs and roared with triumph as he heaved himself up, finding
the crevices in the walls of the well. Suddenly, he fell back into the fetid water, but now he knew the climb
could be done he resumed his cautious ascent. After half a dozen ells, however, he noted the shaft walls
inclining inwards, and soon became stuck, whining in misery. Although the darkness was total, he realised
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that, earlier in the day, he had seen the incline was only transitory and he should be able to carry on upwards
if he could traverse the overhang. Slowly, cautiously he freed his right paw, leaving the other three clinging
on for dear life. Groping upwards for a hold, he was delighted to get a grip on a protrusion in the rock. There
didn’t seem to be any other handholds, but this rocky edge gave him such a good grip he could hang freely
from it by both paws and heave himself up, and then move on. As he put his other front-claw on the rock face,
his hind legs and body lost contact with the rock wall and swung freely but steadily. Muscles straining, Trodax
heaved himself upward with all his animal strength. Then the rock came away from the wall. Stunned, he
crashed into the water below once again.
As he surfaced, Trodax heard something gushing down from the hole made by the rock. Swimming towards
the sound he was almost knocked unconscious by the force of the falling torrent, but was saved by his thick,
bear-like skull. Groping around, he felt an incredibly heavy stream falling into the water, and realised he had
accidentally let loose a vein of liquid mercury. He had heard tell that, before the dragon had inhabited the
mine, the mountain men used to listen to the echoes in the bedrock and drilled through it to draw off the hidden
deposits of mercury. The job was said to require more musicality than engineering and was ideally suited to
the miners, who had come to Marjura from eastern Milacke in Trinsmyra long ago.
Trodax felt like shedding tears of despair, but his bear eyes wouldn’t let him. Imagine drowning in mercury
before finishing the fifth volume of his series on the life of dragons, especially with all the new knowledge
gained during the day! Then, amazed, he realised the surface of the water was rising and slowly bearing him
up through the shaft as the mercury streamed down. The ascent was slow, and, exhausted, he tried to let his
hind legs swing free, as bear paws were not particularly suited to treading water. The mercury gave a little
springy, and although the Wizard sank to his knees in the metal, he managed to keep his balance by paddling
with his paws in the water as it was displaced by the heavier mercury. Thus was Trodax Draconicus borne
upward through the shaft. A few ells below the rocky rim, the movement ceased, probably because the vein of
mercury was drained, but from there it was an easy climb up to the mining tunnel.
He cautiously lumbered through the dragon’s mountain hall toward the mine entrance, alert to any attack
by the lurking beast, but none came, and soon he stood facing the night wind from the valley blowing down
toward Pik Pustula. Trodax allowed himself no time to enjoy his new freedom. The dragon was in the air!
He had to warn the soldiers to light the beacon on the mountain! As his half-finished animal shape hastily
scampered down the slopes he didn’t notice the branches lashing his furry body. There was fire aplenty in
the valley, but when he reached the camp the barracks were deserted. To his horror, the Magister discovered
it was his own cottage on fire. He dashed up to it and there, in front of the roaring flames, sat an elderly
soldier, quietly watching the conflagration. Trodax has reassumed his human shape while running and was
now shivering with cold from his swim in the mine’s icy waters, but heat of the fire meant he was unable to
get closer than a dragon’s length.
“We must light the beacon at once”, he tried half-heartedly, suspecting he knew the answer.
“They already know. It flew toward Arhem hours ago”, the soldier informed him, blowing his nose in his
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hand and proffering his bottle of strong liquor. Trodax eyed the bottle with disgust but decided, for the second
time within a day, to get drunk.
“The boy came in just as it started”, the man continued, nodding toward the burning house. “Nothing much
to do.”
“Was it the dragon snorting fire?” the wizard whispered.
“No, the cook probably left the stove door open and a spark set fire to the oil spilt on the floor.”
They gazed silently, spellbound into the fire. A sense of peace came over them, the calm you feel when
everything is already too late.
“I saved your books, Master Trodax”, whispered Mok-mok the goatherd boy, who had been hiding among
the bushes. The Wizard started with surprise, as it was the first time the child had spoken since the dragon had
eaten his parents. Mok-mok was sitting on a pile of bound parchment scrolls, the sight of which made Trodax
cry with emotion. He walked up and kissed the boy so hard on his forehead that his lips left a round impression
in the goat dung.
“Master, your ears…?”
Feeling his face, Trodax Draconicus discovered his ears were still round, small and hairy like a bear’s.
Little did he know it, but the Wizard would have to live with those ears for the rest of his life.
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A blue meridian

From All Little Butchers
The singer’s echo moved through the deep veins of ore in the Marjurian massif and out under the sea, where
the music left the island and its melting glacier far behind. At the continental rift in the south, in the ravine
where the paths of sea snakes surge off into the depths, the living notes found a staircase of hard mineral,
following it downward toward the ocean floor. Before long the music could be heard through the eternal
darkness, where lantern-eye fish glided past the fleshy bergs of octogiants and clusters of bristle worms. On
the ocean floor the steps became a sunken Woddamite road that followed the meridian southward. The paving
of oricalchum was so pure and free of cracks that the algae had taken only the faintest of grips in the millennia
since the Woddamites had made their way down it. Without losing resonance, the song moved through the
metal filaments, twenty times faster than in the air above water, so that it crossed five full Trachorian miles
of the ocean floor with every heartbeat. The sound cut forth like a glistening wall of thunder across the ocean
floor, as the phosphorous algae at the sides of the road were lit up by the vibrations of the notes, rolling
forward. The little organisms climbed toward the waters of the world above in ghostly clouds, but the music
was already gone.
Halfway to Trachoria, a group of entranced passengers on a yacht headed from the pole observed the
sea on their starboard. They saw it turn electric blue, in a line running from north to south as the algae touched
the surface. Grissel the wolf man panted with excitement, tongue over teeth. His puppyish wonder at the great
expanse of water brought him onto deck every night to check the heavens were as they should be.
“Perrrima! The world is melting! Khe khe khe. Look, the lines from the captain’s charts have broken
away from the seabed! I’ve been searrrching for them ever since he showed me the portolan in Clusta Noba!
The extremely pale woman wearing a red dress by his side responded to neither the natural phenomenon
nor his words. She simply observed the sea expressionlessly, her eyes passively mirroring the flickering blue
without any life of their own. Nine months before she had lain dying, savaged by the jaws of the horned demon
Adgurbog, only to be saved by a healer from the Guild of DiFoltian Apothecaries. He was a man who could
trap sound and wind in copper boxes as easily as a shaman could catch fire beetles in the forest. The wolf man
lapped his tongue nervously around his jaw. The woman had been made whole again, but he saw something
unnatural in how quickly she had been re-assembled without even a scar or blemish to the skin. Her recovery
gladdened the wolf man, but it also scared him with its strange power. Nonetheless, he protected her now as
he had done on Marjura. He followed her on the journey to her homelands which she felt compelled to take,
but he could no longer bring her to show her teeth, either in jest or in anger.
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The lusty prelate

From All Little Butchers
Soon Pulcygnus the disconcerter, Didra, Gistaki and Grissel were led into a heated room, filled for the most
part by a bed. A canopy of freshly hung grapes swayed above a carpet of cushions. They were followed in by
housemaidens who proceeded to pluck away any offending hairs, comb, wash and perfume them as quickly,
habitually and professionally as if they had been grooming horses. The female assassin with the unusual name
Cannay assumed a position by the door. She studied the others in detail, but did not reveal any sign of what
she saw having any impact on her. A dagger rested on either hip and the woman exuded such competence in
her role that there could be no mistake about what her function was. Grissel sat in a corner, sucking the juice
from a rabbit’s head, whilst Gistaki seemed to have embraced his role as the lothario. He stretched himself idly
across the bedding, in full sprightly nakedness under the hands of the housemaidens.
The hostesses withdrew as soon as the Prince of Folda himself arrived. Robur Redling was wrapped
in a silver-embroidered smock of sea-silk, the belt of which was made from a dried rose-snake on which the
teeth had been niftily turned to work as a buckle. He bowed with exaggerated politeness towards Cannay at the
door and slid towards the bed. Didra was still wearing animal makeup, but apart from that only a short skirt.
She slinked towards her intended lover, biting him playfully on the ear as she whispered into it:
“Gistaki thought you were still on Marjura. What are are you doing here? We’re looking for Shagul.”
“Shagul, what do you know about Shagul? That monster captured me. I am his front in the city,
mumbled Redling, pressing a kiss to the woman’s neck and loudly praising her tender flesh. Tears rose behind
his eyes as he breathed in her familiar scent and perfume. More than anything else he wanted to hold her tight
like a child, lying still in her lap for hours and listening to their hearts beat in unison.
“Can you send the guard away?”
“No, she’s from RhabdoRana and obeys only Shagul. Don’t give her reason to be suspicious, and
remember there are peep holes in the walls.
“Ask Pulcygnus to play so that nobody can hear us.”
“Is he your confidant?”
“Yes.”
“What do you want me to do exactly?”
“Take me, but do it slowly so we might talk.”
He swallowed and looked her in the eye.
“Are you sure?”
“Do we have a choice?”
The prince hesitated only a second before demanding a tarantella. Pulcygnus pulled his newly-waxed
bow so that it bounced on the strings of his fidelin. The conjurer did not understand much of the situation, but
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was very curious to see how it would develop. The woman from RhabdoRhana suddenly left her post at the
door and felt at the hem of Didra’s skirt, but returned just as quickly to her place when she could not find any
concealed needles.
“Perhaps you wish to join us, Cannay?” sniggered Robur Redling, but the woman answered only with
a silent stare.
“Shagul forced me to take her on the bare cold floor in front of everyone else when we arrived at
Folda”, explained the prince bitterly. As rough as a plank and she smells like old furniture. That old magician
said it would lessen the tension, but I know a libertine when I see one; the lust shone from his damned twocoloured eyes and I know full well he retired with the twins Kerrera and Gigha. He finds power over the
assassins intoxicating, but one day he will drink too much of it.”.
Didra pressed her lips to his to silence him.
“Forget that witch and concentrate on me instead. Let’s put on a performance so good you will want to
invite us to Kraglinda tomorrow.”
“What do you want with Shagul?”
“A lot of people want him dead”, she answered as she pushed closer.
Robur obeyed and grasped the dancer’s buttocks in his hands, letting her thighs straddle him. When she
pushed her breasts to his mouth he sucked on them, but the gold paint ground between his teeth and he had to
brush it away with his thumb.
“Not Kraglinda, Didra. Stay away from there. It is an old and rancorous house full of demons and
spirits. Shagul’s assassins meet there to worship something growing in the cellars.”
“There is no other way. The DiFoltians say Shagul has a powerful prisoner at Kraglinda who we need
to free.”
She pushed him backwards and slid around to rest by his side.
“The Glass Man”, mumbled Redling and gasped involuntarily for breath as she began to paint patterns
on his stomach with her tongue. “But you don’t understand. Shagul has my name written in blood. He can stop
my heart whenever he likes. His guards will tear us to shreds before we even see a glimpse of any prisoner.”
“If this Glass Man is as powerful as the DiFoltians say he can help to free you. Can you sneak us down
to the prison chambers?”
Without the two of them noticing, Gistaki had begun to come to his senses. The wrestler tried to get
his bearings as he smiled at the grapes swinging above him and reached in vain towards them. Why was he
lying naked in a huge bed? Had he won a match at the arena? His body was pleasantly warm, like after a good
fight, but instead of being exhausted he felt ready to celebrate the victory. His eyes searched for clues of his
location, but he stopped short as his gaze settled on another, succulent fruit. He was staring directly into the
loins of Didras as she knelt on all fours over Robur Redling next to him. Gistaki knew immediately that it was
the dancer from the patterns on her thighs, which he would often secretly admire. He had wondered how far up
they ran, and now he had an answer. The warmth spread through his body; the great man admired and held in
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high esteem his companion, and the huge doses of hornroot and deafweed would not alone have been enough
to dampen this respect. The housemaidens though had washed away much of the dancer’s body paint in their
scrubbing and uncovered the magical moon runes stenciled around her womanhood in her youth, runes which
no male creature can resist. Didra had this confirmed almost immediately, as the wrestler took a firm grip on
her hips and she felt his teeth move over her curves. There was no longer time to talk, but the evening would
hold more than any of them could have suspected. All the dancer could do was exhort Elmesum to make a
really good show of things before she surrendered her body to her ancestor’s will and desire.
Behind the wall, just a few metres from Robur Redling’s head, Tyboron, a veteran of RhabdoRana,
stood watching the lustful trio without as much as a smile. He was less interested in their bodies than their
words, not least those exchanged by the prince and the woman. He carefully mulled his next move, not entirely
daring to consider the thoughts that had begun to string themselves together in his mind.
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The legacy of serpents past
From Deeds of Wrath

The beast glided over the precipice and took up a position directly above the ships, upon which it turned
sharply. The dive was slower than the attack on Arhem port on Marjura a year previously, but still the king’s
vision blackened as the air whistled past his ears. Seconds later the dragon pulled up again from the water. In
the serpent’s wake the sea of masts bobbed undamaged in the eddies of the dragon’s flight.
“Where’s the fire!?” screamed Dunkelbrink as he cast a glance along its tail. I free you to roam as you
please and you just sweep on by the enemy like a swallow. Were you planning on farting the Magillians to
death or did you just think we were here to scare seagulls? You are in truth a disgrace to your kind!”
“My throat must have been run dry by all of this human chatter”, growled the dragon. “The fire of
ancient serpents flows more slowly to the mouth than I anticipated, but a wrath is already fermenting within.”
The beast executed an about turn so sharply that the king’s stomach was in his mouth.
“Ignore the ships for now, they can’t escape anyway”, screamed Dunkelbrink with his hair billowing.
“We shall attack the forces on the shore whilst they are assembled!”
“Hisssss, as my master commands”, answered Blatifagus, gaining height with stiff wingbeats.”
The dragon’s body warmed under Arn Dunkelbrink in a way the king had never before experienced.
The remaining droplets of cloud moisture boiled away with small squeaks of joy from the beast’s armour
plates, so fast a less hardy person would have found it unendurable. He surged powerfully up over the chalk
spikes of the sea cliffs, to be met by a rain of arrows from the encampment below where the soldiers had
watched the beast swoop down on the ships. Their tips thudded against the monster without as much as a
scratch to its armour. Blatifagus dived towards them, again without producing even a spark. He did though
crush a wooden watchtower on his way by and dragged his claw through a horse paddock, but failed to grab
even a foal to chew on. Arn Dunkelbrink peeked out from behind the dragon’s neck to try and gauge the
strength of the enemy. There was a gargantuan force assembled below them, perhaps even four legions strong
as his brother Ambrion Bluegrin had claimed. A wooden palisade had been erected around the camp, roads had
been laid and a sewer dug out to the cliff edge to remove the shit from within nose-reach of the officers’ tents.
Beneath them field-smithies ran about amongst supply carts, disassembled sieged engines and the usual mish
mash of cavalry combined with the odder sight of hunting cranes and a troop of white-marked Harkamores
from Katalbi.
“Stop toying with them!” screamed the king, as the dragon passed the troops and prepared to make
another attack. Blatifagus did not answer; strange rumblings shook the ribcage under Dunkelbrink. The knight
leant out and saw that the dragon’s eye had become a white-hot coal. In front of his half-open jaws the air
glowed in a blinding plasma, so bright the king was forced to turn away. Under his chin the neck had swollen
larger even than when the animal had tried to swallow a whole cow sideways on Stegos. Blatifagus flew down
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again over the Magillian camp, and this time the pent-up fires of his ancestors passed his jaws.
After almost a thousand years the fire of Korbulera erupted again over Lasemos. From the first
watchtower it was like the sun had stretched a naked arm down into the camp. A burning white pillar streamed
from the dragon’s mouth to the ground, preceding the flight of the animal through the fortress and burning
a channel of boiling glass where men, tents, weapons and stone had stood. From these strips of heat flames
licked upwards. Short-lived, hungry predators burst forth from their thousand years of rest; these fire creatures
attacked outwards from the street of light hewn by the dragon so that a widening wedge of fire and billowing
smoke followed the monster’s flight. The flames, hissing spectres and burning salamanders raced through the
camp faster than any horse could gallop, biting and burning. The canvas tents rose into the air, swollen by the
backdraft before bursting into flames and consumed in a flash. Stewing pots cooking evening rations exploded
as the steam rushed to escape, root vegetables and meat devoured before they touched the ground. The ashes
of vapourised soldiers floated on the heat, human-shaped until they were torn apart by the firestorm a few
seconds later. Arn Dunkelbrink had to take shelter from the inferno in the lee of the dragon’s neck, and soon
there was nothing but smoke to be seen all around them, a nauseating mix of coal, fired iron and smouldering
flesh.
As soon as the dragon passed the cliff top and moved out to sea, the air cleared. Behind them the hill
had turned into a fire-crowned volcano, so that the still waters beneath seemed unfathomable in comparison.
Korbulera’s white jet of fire came from Blatifagus with such force that the dragon seemed to be held up by
the pillar of light. The flow had increased in strength to the point that the animal’s jaws were forced apart.
Fire fell in cascades of light into the waves, from where steam rose to meet it high above the surface. Seamen
could be seen swarming across the decks of the Magillian ships in an attempt to hoist their sails; tugging at
anchors and ropes or simply running, running around hysterically across the wooden planks as they awaited
their coming destruction. The approach towards the fleet meanwhile seemed to be taking longer and longer.
Arn Dunkelbrink screamed with rage at Blatifagus for wanting to extend his entrance like a primadonna on the
big stage. Then he felt the creature’s pulse beating against his thighs in time with the thump of its wings and
he realised the dragon was trying its utmost to overcome the power of the fire. He bellowed louder, geeing the
animal with his heels, but could not make himself heard over the roar of the heat. In any case, the dragon was
beyond reach due to the immense strain it was devoting to curbing the arsenal granted by its ancestors. For
a moment the serpent’s body hung in the air, hovering like a falcon over prey, before Korbuleras’ fire gained
the upper hand and drove it backward. Dunkelbrink’s sense of direction vanished as the dragon lost its flight
balance and entered a spin, the Prince trying simply to hold on to its neck. The pillar of fire pushed the monster
in uncontrolled arcs through the air, smashing into the cliffs so that rocks rained into the bay. By pure luck two
schooners were hit by the flames. The vessels blew up from the inside, so that beams of light sprang between
the planks of the hull before they exploded like a pair of twin stars and washed a cascade of fire over the
neighbouring ships. Seamen further out on the water watched the monster arrow back and forth in the air tail
first, until it collided with the waves and vanished into the depths. A ball rose from where the beast had fallen
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and flooded them all with sulphurous seawater, so their flags shriveled and their figureheads lost all colour.
The tidal surge from the impact meanwhile gave the ships a kick start and they sailed away with whatever
rigging they had succeeded in hoisting. None of the seadogs on board could bring themselves to say a word,
but every one watched the surface, terrified they might be dragged into the deep by this unearthly creature that
flew with its rump first.
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The Flight of the Bumblebee
From Deeds of Wrath

Like mice scratching and scraping in the walls in the small hours, strange sounds emanated from the furthest
corners of the palace. Heneguya knew that the most eager of the plunderers from Tricilve had reached them.
Crashes echoed and the sound of splitting wood could be heard, though slightly muffled by the walls in
between. Laughter, running feet and loud cries could be made out in passages where until recently groups of
high-born aristocracy had paced in earnest conversation. The Empress watched and listened, keeping distance
from the events like the audience in a theatre – even if she would soon be forced to take to the stage herself.
Suddenly someone tried the lock on the door to the throne room and she involuntarily jolted up, awoken from
a dream already exhausted. She was inclined to confront the intruders, for she had been a formidable regent,
but managed to suppress the impulse. How many years had she worked and negotiated for these people’s
betterment in the place of her unfit spouse? How many years trying to help the same people who would now
defile and destroy her world? To what end?
The palace was soundly constructed and the Kalkland Guards had barricaded the entrances as well
as they could in the few hours given them, but neither the doors nor the walls were designed to withstand
an attack. It was only a question of time until the plebs found their way in. The Empress lifted her age-old
ancestral pendant from her neck band, opening the front to look at the silver ring and its fragile chain. The
pressure in the room rose, a sign that the air spirit Basenanji was ready to carry out whatever she might order.
He had always been there, powerful but invisible to all. Maybe the being could protect her. In her youth
the bards of Trastamara had sung ballads telling of how these slaves of generations had gone into battle for
her ancestors, crushing armies under flying blocks of stone and blowing whole armadas to splinters. Air
spirits were strange creatures that nobody really understood, but through the years she had been left with the
impression that Basenanji was a peaceful sort who reluctantly showed his violent power only at her behest. He
was perhaps even a touch melancholy in these older years of his thralldom. She did not have any great desire
to sully this servant who had obeyed her and her ancestors for hundreds of years with the blood of thousands
of people. Even if she could escape, where would she go? Neither Kalkland nor Trachoria, nor any of her other
old friends would want anything to do with her. No, she was a Trastamara and would not be humiliated. Her
old combat tutor had told her that the Knights of Bansikan could never be beaten; only crushed as a single
intact entity. Should she, an Empress of the oldest blood, fare any worse?
“Basenanji”, she said as tools were put to work on the door to her sanctuary.
“Basenanji, we require a final and great effort on your part, our servant. In exchange you may then rest
for as long as you should like, in a place and manner which suits you at your leisure.”
A low murmur whistled through the room, a sign that that air spirit was listening attentively.
“We have always desired to meet the clouds eye to eye, just as you yourself met them when you were
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young and free, but we shall travel as befits us with our entire palace. Can you manage it?”
It became so oppressively silent for a moment that even the looters outside the door stopped what they
were doing. Then the whole building began to shake. The empress rocked back and forth on her throne, afraid
she had asked too much. Then everything levelled out again and she felt a weight push her stomach down into
her hips. Out in the corridor cries could be heard, but this was not the Empress’ concern. Heneguya stepped
dignifiedly down from the throne and over to the largest of the room’s stained glass windows. It was impossible
to open but the empress took hold of a poker from the fireplace and beat out the glass and lead frame. She and
her palace were in the heavens, the warm wind of the mountains flowing into the room as a surprised albador
looped by. Far below she could see the Coimatri River weaving its ways east, clear as a mirror until it reached
the great waters of Lake Malossi. There was only the odd cloud to be seen in the sky, which was perhaps the
reason Basenanji had been hesitant, but a tiny cluster glided towards them, barely larger than a haystack. It
thudded softly against the palace walls, at which point the air spirit turned the building so that the empress
could reach it from the window. The cloud felt cool and fluffy to her touch, and she had a sudden urge to climb
out onto it and to see if it would hold, sweeping over the earth for all time up where nobody could touch her.
In the meantime though she had other plans.
“Basenanji, turn the palace so that we can see the city!”
At once the world around them rotated so that her head would have been sent swimming had she not
been used to the movements of the building. A few people, presumably having clung to an outer staircase, fell
screaming to the ground far below. She did not command the air spirit to rescue them though, for they had
come to plunder and had only themselves to blame.
Heneguya had to shield her face against the afternoon sun with her palm in order to glimpse the
capital city as never before. Tricilve seemed tiny from above, and not even the imperial palace on its little
mound could impress any more, though she knew how much the craftsmanship had cost as a gift in kind for
the privileges granted them by Radassabar. The street kitchens must already have begun preparing for their
evening diners judging by the sickly yellow colour hanging over the city. The empress toyed with the idea of
ordering Basenanji to direct the palace over Tricilve to bid a final royal farewell to her subjects, but lost the
urge, perhaps because from that height the place seemed so small and poky. She felt endlessly wearied by it
all, as if the perspective gained by such a view had reduced in importance her life and everything she cared
about. A familiar shaking of the walls indicated Basenanji’s powers were waning and the air spirit would soon
need to rest; despite his strength he was aged. Heneguya walked over to the toolbox her guards had borne in
at her request before disappearing and drew out a heavy pair of pliers. She sat on the throne and opened up
the pendant with the silver-link chain shackling the air spirit. It must have been cast at least five hundred years
before, yet the metal resisted more than she expected. Only by clasping both levers of the pliers firmly in her
hands could she muster the force to clip through it.
“You are free, Basenanji! Thank you for everything!” she shouted as the bonds were broken. Then
all she could do was laugh as she was struck by weightlessness, kicking off of the throne and floating in the
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middle of the room. “Look Basenanji, I am free too!” she cried. I am a floating cloud!”
From the deck of the Kalklandian stanelast, Legate Ludenbrand had watched the air spirit lift the palace
higher and higher into the sky, until the people standing at its windows, or clinging to its doors balconies and
climbing plants, became impossible to make out. He held perhaps a vague hope that the empress and her home
would float away out of reach of the plebs, but also a foreboding knowledge deep inside of how the flight
would end. In any event, he howled in terror as the chain was cut and Basenanji departed from service, leaving
the building to fall. By that point the vessel had made enough progress out into the bay that no screams could
be heard. The palace seemed to fall so slowly that the crew could not take the whole thing seriously, until they
heard the roar of impact roll out over the water a few seconds later and a dust cloud surged up into the sky. Pik
Tambra, where the building made landfall, was an overgrown sandbank, but the sheer height of the drop meant
what lay beneath was of little importance. Ludenbrand sunk to his knees against the balustrade with a copy of
Retribution jerked closed in his lap – his closest companion in mourning.
“Justice shall be done”, he whispered over and over. Just an ounce of shame accompanied the thought
that his chronicle might now contain a climactic conclusion.
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